PRODUCT SHEET

model

W41
Model 180x80 – with convergent
doors for installation on already
fitted standard shower trays next to
the storage space on floor. Model
in recess for the shower enclosure
complete with the storage space.
The storage space can be
equipped with shelves but it must
not be used to contain household
appliances. In this configuration,
the shower enclosure Twin can be
installed on an already fitted
standard shower tray; the storage
space is placed on floor beside the
shower tray.
Pivot door
Niche

collection

Twin

The Twin series have a hinged opening, both for the shower side and for the useful space. The door of the
technical compartment is always made with a mirror, to have a large reflecting surface in the bathroom. In
all the models the door opens outwards.

Discover where to buy this shower enclosure designed by Vismaravetro > Store locator

FINISHES
Glass pane

Decorations

03 - Clear bronze

D60 - D60

04 - Clear glass

D61 - D61

07 - Clear grey
08 - Satin glass
10 - Crystal Extra-reflex
12 - Cristallo extrachiaro
14 - Crystal Extra-light satin
29 - Crystal Madras Nuvola
Anodised profiles

Varnished profiles

21 - Bright silver

14 - White

31 - Satin silver

15 - Matt white

OPTIONAL

PLUS

Treatment preventing limescale (TPA)

Magnetic strips

Gemini

Certified product CE

Virgola

S.M.F. (easily mounting system)

Basket

Custom Made (cm by cm)

Personal Glass
Vi.p
Screen

ELEMENTS
that compose
the model W41

FEATURES
Outward opening door
Magnetic strips
Minimum adjustment 20 mm.
Horizontal and vertical adjustment
PVC lower profiles for waterproof
S.M.F. (easily mounting system)
Upper profile of stability
Possibility to equip with shelves (not included).

W41

Product conforming to EN14428:2015 with CE marking

Double unit suitable for already
installed standard shower trays
next to a technical space on floor.

Custom Made (cm by cm)
NOTE: The two doors open opposite(one right hand and the other
left hand).The door of the technical space allows an entrance of
about 67 cm.This version must not be used for the installation of
washing machines,drying machines or any other electrical
appliance

DIMENSIONS

MATERIALS

Min 160 - Max 190 cm

Anodised or enamelled

Height 195 cm

aluminium profile.
Door of the technical space
with mirror surface, white
lacquered back side
Fixed separating panel in
extra light glass, white
lacquered
Tempered safety glass 6 mm
for the doors
Tempered safety glass 8 mm
for the fix elements

